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Give your  
house a facelift 

l indab rainline |  the steel rainwater system





001 Antique white 

RAL 9002

015 Black 

RAL 9005

045 Silver metallic 

RAL 9006

387 Dark bronze 

RAL 8019

087 Slate gray 

RAL 7011

778 Copper metallic 

RAL 8003

044 Anthracite metallic 

RAL 7037 

758 Dark red 

RAL 3009

Lindab Rainline steel rainwater system is available in eight distinct colors. Mixing 

and matching is easy. Rainline can discreetly complement the overall color 

scheme of the house or boldly create accents of color. 

 Why not choose dark red downspouts for a white stucco façade? Or mount 

exclusive copper metallic pipes on a grey stone wall. Or why not mix dark grey 

gutters with white pipes to match the respective colors of roof and woodwork? 

 

Any facelift is possible, the choices are endless.

The colorful system





Please note the colorful steel rainwater system.  

It’s Lindab Rainline.    





Rather than adding the finishing touches to 

a house, Lindab Rainline lifts its exterior to 

a higher level.





Every house has its own personality. 

Lindab Rainline helps express its  

qualities and accent its character.



Painting a house starts with choosing color and 

ends with mounting Lindab Rainline. 





Ever seen steel look this good?  

Ever seen something looking so good being 

so strong? It’s Lindab Rainline. 





Classic or contemporary, unique or  

traditional, colorful or serene? 

Lindab Rainline facelifts any house. 





Colors speak directly to the heart. 

Lindab Rainline speaks equally bold and discreet. 

 





Want to give a good impression at first sight? 

Start with Lindab Rainline, it will last. 







Extra durable high-build polyester paint

The Lindab Rainline system is available in eight different 

colors. All are weather-proofed with extra durable paint, 

with an attractive and elegant finish.  

Superior snap-in fitting 

Lindab Rainline is the result of experience gained from 

roofing contractors and gutter installers from around the 

world. Every component of the Lindab Rainline system is 

designed and manufactured to the highest standards and 

smallest tolerances. The result is a system where every 

part snap into the next with a perfect fit. 

The superior quality system
Lindab Rainline is the steel rainwater system that offers the highest quality, 

when it comes to combining durability, flexibility and ease of installation. 

 Rainline was developed by professionals, for professionals and over 

time it has grown to become their top choice. Not least because Lindab 

Rainline’s hard wearing properties ensure decades of performance without 

rusting or leaking. 

 

Strong as steel

Steel is strong, versatile and durable, but it needs to 

be processed professionally. Lindab buys more than 

200,000 tons of sheet steel every year (equivalent to 

what is needed to manufacture approximately half a 

million cars). So we know what we are doing. 

Steel made to last

Steel is the ultimate material for roof-drainage sys-

tems. It is light and offers minimal thermal movement. 

Galvanized steel sheeting

To provide long time rust proofing the steel is coated 

with 0.90 oz. zinc per ft2. The G90 galvanized coating 

is naturally self-healing. Any scratch or cut is automa-

tically sealed by zinc ions which re-coat the uncovered 

steel.  

Steel core

Zinc coat

Primer

Color coat



The complete system

Lindab Rainline is a truly complete system. With gutters 

in four dimensions, downspouts in five dimensions and 

an extensive range of components, the system offers 

solutions for any type of building, large or small, classic 

or contemporary. 

 All these components are ingeniously designed  

to match each other, fitting easily, to ensure years 

of trouble-free performance. In fact, once a Lindab 

Rainline system is mounted, there will be no reason to 

replace it – unless you want to facelift your house with 

a new color. 

Smart hanger

This hanger can be adjusted to match any fascia board 

angle. Strong and extremely easy to fit. 

End cap

These ends are self-sealing with an EPDM tube. They 

are interchangeable and easily fitted with a single firm 

tap from a soft hammer. 

 

Downspout bracket

Constructed from a solid piece of steel, the downspout 

bracket mounts a downspout with one simple click. 

Gutter connector  

These gutter connectors are easy to fit, creating a very 

firm and durable joint. The joints are guaranteed leak-

proof with a long-lasting EPDM seal. 

The smart system
With its unique hand-in-glove fit and overall quality it guarantees quick 

installation and a high functionality – for decades to come. 

Plug-in outlet

This versatile gutter outlet easily fits to the half round 

shape of the gutter. Before the outlet is assembled, a hole 

must be cut in a size comparable to the diameter of the 

downspout.



* For technical presentations and dimensions, see www.lindab.com/us. 

Adjustable 
Fascia Hanger

HFA

Self Loocking
 Roof Hanger

HRL

Rubber Seal  
Connector

GC

Plug In Outlet
Downspout

O

Expanded 
Elbow

EE

Elbow 
70°
E

Y-connector
YC

Inline Diverter
IDT

Offset 4"
OS4

Downspout 10'
DSP

Reinforced 
Bead Elbow

70°
RBE

Leaf Trap
TRAP

Inside Miter 
90°
MIN

Outside Miter 
90°

MOUT

Downspout  
Bracket Wide

DSBW

Downspout 
Bracket

DSB

Self Locking 
Fascia Hanger

HFL

Fascia Hanger 
with Tab

HFT

Overflow Protector
Inside Miter

OPM

Overflow protector
OFP

Below Ground
 Leaf Strainer

BGL

Rubber Seal 
End Cap
Universal

ECU

Downspout 
Bridge

BG

Downspout 
Connector

DSPC

Flat End 
Cap, left

ECL

Flat End 
Cap, right

ECR

Half Round 
Gutter 

G

Gutter Support 
Strap
GSS Roof Hanger

 with Tab
HR

Drain Tile Extension
DTE

Sliding Pipe for 
Leaf Trap

SP

Inline Leaf Chute
CHUTE



Lindab is an international Group that develops,  

manufactures, markets and distributes products and 

system solutions primarily in steel for simplified  

construction and improved indoor climate.

The products are characterized by their high quality, 

ease of assembly, energy efficiency, consideration 

towards the environment, and are delivered with high 

levels of service. Altogether, this increases customer 

value. 

 

The main market is non-residential construction, which 

accounts for 80 percent of sales, while residential  

accounts for 20 percent of sales. The share is listed 

on the Nasdaq OMX Nordic Exchange, Stockholm, 

Mid Cap, under the ticker symbol LIAB. 

  

 For more information about our product range, 

please read more at www.lindab.com/us.

We have the solution
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